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Abstract

Excess zinc harms the growth of rice plants and zinc toxicity can easily occur in acid soils. The aim of the study was to map

quantitative trait loci (QTLs) in rice for tolerance to zinc toxicity, using a recombinant inbred (RI) population derived from the

cross of a japonica variety (Asominori: relatively tolerant to Zn2+ toxicity) with an indica variety (IR24, relatively susceptible),

through 289 RFLP markers. The index scores of damage (representing Zn2+ toxicity tolerance), after irrigating rice seedlings

with a 1000-ppm Zn2+ solution for 20 successive days, were examined for each RI line and its parental varieties. Continuous

distributions and transgressive segregations of the index scores were observed in the RI population, suggesting that Zn2+ toxicity

tolerance was a quantitatively inherited trait. Three QTLs for Zn2+ toxicity tolerance were detected on chromosomes 1, 3 and 10

and explained 21.9, 8.9 and 7.6%, respectively, of the total phenotypic variation. The results and the tightly linked molecular

markers that flank the QTLs, detected in this study, will be useful in improving Zn2+ tolerance in rice. In addition, the genomic

positions between QTLs for Zn2+ toxicity tolerance and the QTLs for other metal (Fe2+, Mn2+, Al3+) toxicity tolerances, from

previous studies, are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Zinc deficiency and excess, all harm the growth of

rice plants and Zn2+ excess toxicity can easily occur in

acid soil (Obata, 1995). No significant inhibitory

effect on rice growth was observed below a 600-ppm

Zn2+ concentration (Takenaga, 1995). In rice, the

symptoms of Zn2+ toxicity occur first as leaf
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Table 1

The index score for Zn2+ toxicity in rice seedling

Scale Symptoms

0 All green leaves and normal growth

1 Light-yellow discoloration on tips of old leaves,

growth near normal

2 Yellow discoloration on tips of old leaves

3 Yellow discoloration on whole old leaves

4 Serious discoloration on all old leaves

5 Somewhat discoloration on all new leaves

6 Yellow discoloration on all new leaves

7 Serious discoloration on all new leaves,

old leaves bronzing

8 Discoloration on stem and all leaves

bronzing seriously

9 Serious discoloration on stem and

leaves almost dead or dying

10 Whole seedling plant dead or dying
discoloration and bronzing of older leaves. It then

spreads to the whole plant. In addition, the degree of

damage caused to seedlings has been suggested as a

good measure of the degree of toxicity (Ota, 1968).

Recent advances in high-density marker linkage

maps in rice have provided a powerful tool for

elucidating the genetic basis of quantitatively inher-

ited traits. Accordingly, many quantitative trait loci

(QTLs) for toxicity tolerance to metals, such as Fe2+

(Wu et al., 1997; Wan et al., 2003) and Al3+ (Wu et al.,

2000; Nguyen et al., 2001; Ma et al., 2002) and Mn2+

(Wang et al., 2002) in rice have been identified and

mapped using DNA molecular markers. However, to

the best of our knowledge, genetic analysis of QTLs

associated with zinc toxicity tolerance has not been

conducted in rice. The aims of this study are to identify

QTLs for zinc toxicity tolerance using recombinant

inbred (RI) lines from a japonica � indica cross and to

understand the genetic relationships between QTLs

for zinc toxicity tolerance and those for other metal

toxicity tolerances, as found in previous studies.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Plant materials

The recombinant inbred (RI) lines in this study

were developed by single seed descent from the

progeny of a cross of a japonica variety (Asominori),

with an indica variety (IR24). A total of 165 F6 lines

were randomly selected from 227 original F2
individual plants, 71 lines of which were used for

mapping. The restriction fragment length polymorph-

ism (RFLP) map, covering 1275 cM, was constructed

with 375 RFLP markers from the F6 and F7
generations (Tsunematsu et al., 1996). In the past,

the RI population was used successfully for mapping

QTL for important agronomic traits (Yoshimura et al.,

1998; Sasahara et al., 1999; Yamasaki et al., 1999,

2000; Kubo and Yoshimura, 2002; Dong et al., 2002,

2003a,b; Zheng et al., 2003). In the study, we used a

subset of 289 RFLP markers, without overlapping, for

all loci from the original genetic map (Tsunematsu

et al., 1996) to map QTLs for zinc toxicity tolerance,

for which the average interval distance between pairs

of markers was 4.4 cM.
2.2. Cultivation and measurements

The seeds of all RI lines and their parents,

‘Asominori’ and ‘IR24’, were surface-sterilized for

7 min in 1% sodium hypochlorite solution and washed

thoroughly with the distilled water. Then, they were

soaked in distilled water and germinated for 48 h at

30 8C in a growth chamber. On 17 May 2004, 10

germinated seeds for each RI line, including

‘Asominori’ and ‘IR24’, were sown, in each hole

(2.5 cm � 2.5 cm � 4.4 cm; L �W � H ), in the nur-

sery seeding beds (type: 128 holes/bed; Takii Seed,

Japan), incorporated with commercial soil (Miyazaki

Yamamune, Japan) containing basal fertilizer (N, P

and K) for rice seedling growth. Irrigation began on

the 20th day from sowing for 20 successive days. The

Zn2+ treatment solution was applied every 2 days and

the growth of rice seedlings was investigated 20 days

after irrigation and classified into 11 (from 0 to 10)

scores based on the symptoms of damage caused

(Table 1), representing zinc toxicity tolerance.

Experiments were conducted outdoors at Miyazaki

University (Japan) with two replications. The average

values of scores were used for QTL analysis.

2.3. Detection of QTLs

Two methods were simultaneously used to identify

significant marker locus–trait associations: simple

linear regression (single marker analysis) and com-

posite interval mapping (CIM) analysis. The CIM
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ig. 1. Frequency distribution of the index scores of damage caused

y zinc excess to rice seedlings in RI population from Asominori/

R24. Arrowheads indicate the average scores of Asominori and

R24.
analysis was applied to trait average and marker data

to more precisely identify the QTL locations (Zeng,

1994). Single marker analysis and CIM analysis were

performed using the QTL Cartographer computer

program software (Ver. 2.0) (Wang et al., 2003). (1)

The linkages between respective marker loci and

putative QTL are determined using single marker

analysis. When F-values exceeded a value necessary

for a probability value less than 0.005, the QTLs were

considered to be significant. (2) CIM analyses were

calculated using forward regression with a walk speed

of 2 cM and window size of 10 cM. A locus with a

LOD threshold value of more than 2.0 was declared a

putative QTL.

In this study, only the QTLs detected by both

methods were listed. In addition, the additive

effect and percentage variation, explained by an

individual QTL, were also estimated. The QTLs were

named according to the suggestions of McCouch et al.

(1997).
3. Results

3.1. Frequency distribution of the index scores

representing the zinc toxicity tolerance in

segregating RI population

Frequency distributions of the index score, repre-

senting the zinc toxicity tolerance, in the RI

population is shown in Fig. 1. There is a clear

difference (P < 0.01) for the Zn2+ toxicity tolerance

between Asominori (relatively tolerant) and IR24

(relatively susceptible). In addition, the mean and

median scores were 4.98 and 4.75, respectively, and

both skew (0.08) and kurt (�0.06) values were less

than 1.0, which showed that the Zn2+ toxicity
Table 2

QTLs associated with Zn2+ toxicity tolerance in rice based on CIM method

Asominori and IR24

Name of QTL Chromosome number Marker intervala Probab

qZNT-1 1 XNpb93-C3029C 0.000

qZNT-3 3 R1468B-C515 0.001

qZNT-10 10 C751B-C148 0.003
a Italic markers indicate the nearest marker to putative QTL.
b Refers the probability that the putative QTL is unlinked to the neares
c Positive values indicate that Asominori alleles are in the direction of
d Percentage of explained phenotypic variation.
F

b

I

I

tolerance of the RI population fitted normal distribu-

tion. Furthermore, continuous phenotypic variation of

the index scores and transgressive segregation in both

parental directions were observed, which suggested

that zinc toxicity tolerance was a quantitatively

inherited trait.

3.2. Mapping QTLs for zinc toxicity tolerance

Three QTLs associated with Zn2+ toxicity tolerance

were identified and mapped to chromosomes 1, 3 and

10 (Table 2; Fig. 2) and tentatively designated as

qZNT-1, qZNT-3, and qZNT-10, respectively. The

qZNT-1, located near the XNpb93 markers on

chromosome 1, showed the largest effect on the trait

with a LOD value of 6.0 and explained 21.9% of the

total phenotypic variation. Another QTL, qZNT-3

(LOD = 3.2) was detected between R1468B and C515

on chromosome 3 and accounted for 8.9% of total

phenotypic variation. The remaining QTL, qZNT-10,
s (Wang et al., 2003) using the RI population from a cross between

ilityb Peak LOD value Additive effectc Variationd (%)

6.0 1.76 21.9

3.2 �0.85 8.9

2.2 �0.59 7.6

t marker by single marker analysis method.

zinc toxicity tolerance.
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Fig. 2. Genomic positions of QTLs for Zn2+ toxicity tolerance in rice seedling. Black bars indicate the genomic regions with LOD > 1.5.

Arrowheads indicate the location of peak LOD for QTL detected.
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located near C751 and C148 on chromosome 10, with

a LOD value of 2.2, explained 7.6% of total phenotype

variation. In addition, the Asominori allele on qZNT-1

contributed to the increase of Zn2+ toxicity tolerance,

whereas qZNT-3, and qZNT-10 alleles decreased the

trait.
4. Discussion

QTL analysis of Zn2+ toxicity tolerance in rice has

revealed the complexity of this trait and provided

valuable information for breeding rice varieties

tolerant to zinc toxicity. In the paper, we reported

the results of QTLmapping for Zn2+ toxicity tolerance

using the recombinant inbred lines derived from

japonica Asominori and indica IR24 with 289 RFLP

markers. Three QTLs for zinc toxicity tolerance were

detected in rice and alleles with increasing and

decreasing effects were detected from the both

parents, which confirmed the continuous variation

and transgressive segregation for zinc toxicity

tolerance in RI population (Fig. 1). It was reported

that inhibitory effects of metals on plant growth are

closely related to the stability of metallo-organic

complexes (Takenaga, 1995). Therefore, it is worth

comparing the genomic positions (Table 3) of the three

QTLs detected in our studies for Zn2+ toxicity

tolerance with those for other metal (Fe2+, Mn2+,

Al3+) toxicity tolerances (Wu et al., 1997; Nguyen

et al., 2001; Ma et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2002; Wan

et al., 2003) to understand the interrelationship

between metal toxicity tolerances in rice. Conse-

quently, qZNT-1, located on chromosome 1, was a

consistent/tight linkage with each QTL for Al3+ (Ma
Table 3

Comparison of the genomic positions of QTLs for Zn2+ toxicity in the stud

same chromosomes in previous studies

QTL for

Zn toxicity

Chromosome The linked

marker

Comparison with location o

qZNT-1 1 XNpb93 Coincidence/tight linkage w

and Fe2+ toxicity tolerance

tolerance (Wu et al., 1997

(Wu et al., 2000); unknown

qZNT-3 3 C515 Unknown relation to each

(Wang et al., 2002)

qZNT-10 10 C751B Unknown relation to each

(Wang et al., 2002)
et al., 2002) and Fe2+ toxicity tolerance (Wu et al.,

1997) due to their location near the common C86

marker, which suggested that the qZNT-1 allele might

be involved in Fe2+, Zn2+ and Al3+ excess tolerance in

rice, whereas the qZNT-1 allele was different from

both QTL for Fe2+ toxicity tolerance (Wu et al., 1997;

Wan et al., 2003) and one QTL for Al3+ toxicity

tolerance (Wu et al., 2000). However, genomic

positions of other QTLs for Fe2+, Mn2+ and Al3+

excess tolerance in rice (Nguyen et al., 2001; Wang

et al., 2002), on the same chromosomes, were not

comparable with those QTLs for Zn2+ toxicity

tolerance, found in this study, because of inadequate

information about the relationship between molecular

markers used. Further study on the genetic relation-

ships between those QTLs is needed.

In addition, since excess Zn2+ concentration

hampers nutrient uptake and, consequently, affects

photosynthetic capacity in rice (Takenaga, 1995), it is

significant to compare the genomic positions of the

three QTLs for Zn2+ toxicity tolerance with those

QTLs associated with photosynthetic rate and related

physiological traits (Ishimaru et al., 2001). We found

that qZNT-3 coincided with the QTL for chlorophyll

content (Ishimaru et al., 2001), due to the fact that they

were tightly linked to the common C515 marker. More

interestingly, qZNT-3 coincided with one QTL for

increased stem and root weights in excess Fe2+

conditions (Wan et al., 2003). From these results, it

may be deduced that, in rice, the IR24 allele on qZNT-

3 expressed the tolerance to Zn2+ excess toxicity by

maintaining a higher photosynthetic ability.

The results conclude that Zn2+ toxicity tolerance in

rice is a complex quantitatively inherited trait. The

molecular markers tightly linked to the three QTLs for
y with QTLs for metal toxicity (Fe2+, Al3+, Mn2+) tolerance on the

f QTLs for metal toxicity (Fe2+, Al3+, Mn2+) tolerance

ith each QTL for Al3+ toxicity tolerance (Ma et al., 2002)

(Wu et al., 1997); different from each QTL for Fe2+ toxicity

and Wan et al., 2003) and QTL for Al3+ toxicity tolerance

relation to QTL for Al3+ toxicity tolerance (Nguyen et al., 2001)

QTL for Al3+ tolerance (Nguyen et al., 2001) and Mn2+ tolerance

QTL for Al3+ tolerance (Nguyen et al., 2001) and Mn2+ tolerance
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Zn2+ tolerance, detected in this study, might lead to the

isolation of loci and will help to better understanding

zinc tolerance mechanisms in rice.
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